EPSON 3800
INK BLOBS
LAST NIGHT, THIS PRINTER...
EPSON 3800... connected to... computer #12
STARTED DOING THIS...
...hideous blobs along right edge of print.
I'VE STARTED SLEUTHING. MANY POSSIBLE CAUSES:

+ FRESH BLACK CARTRIDGE
+ PAPER RUBBING AGAINST INK HEADS
+ EXCESS INK FROM CLEANING

I'M NOT SURE WHAT THE SOURCE OF THIS IS, BUT I FOUND THIS SUGGESTED SOLUTION, WHICH SEEMS TO WORK:
“IN THE PRINTER DRIVER SETTINGS, CLICK THE ADVANCED BUTTON. THEN CLICK THE PAPER CONFIG BUTTON. THEN TRY CHANGING THE PLATEN GAP SETTING FROM AUTO TO WIDE.”

LIKE SO...
Platen gap is here.

- **Auto**
- **Wide**
- **Standard**
- **Narrow**